College of Engineering – BOA Activity Groups

10-4-19

1. Student Recruiting
   Academic Leads: Lin Larson & Julian Sanchez; BOA Leads: Lynn Mortensen & Johnny Barrett

2. Financial Support and Development (Philanthropy)
   Academic Lead: Michael McLaughlin; BOA lead: Larry Stephens

3. Advocacy & Alumni Relations, Legislative Advocacy
   a. Advocacy and Alumni Relations
      Academic Lead: Michael McLaughlin; BOA Lead: Steve Sanders
   b. Legislative Advocacy
      Academic Lead: Peter Crouch; BOA Leads; Ken Hall & Jim Greer

4. Student Experience and Outreach
   a. Student Experience
      Academic Lead: TBD; BOA Lead Jason Losh
   b. Outreach
      Academic Lead: Carter Tiernan; BOA Lead: TBD

5. Entrepreneurship
   Academic Lead: Peter Crouch; BOA Leads: Evelyn Torres and Dick Moeller

6. Research
   Academic Lead: Gautam Das; BOA Lead: TBD

7. Networking, Publicity and Marketing, Relationship Building
   a. Networking and Relationship Building
      Academic Lead: Ron Smith; BOA Lead: TBD
   b. Publicity and Marketing
      Academic Lead: Jeremy Agor; BOA Lead: TBD

8. Special Projects
   a. College 60th Anniversary Celebration
      Academic Leads: Dean & Jeremy Agor; BOA Leads: Steve Sanders & Larry Stevens
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